BEFORE THE BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY
STATE OF MONTANA

In the matter of the amendment of ARM 24.156.1401, 24.156.1403, 24.156.1404, 24.156.1406, and 24.156.1412 acupuncturist licensure and unprofessional conduct, 24.156.1622 and 24.156.1623 physician assistant supervision and chart review, the adoption of New Rules I through V acupuncturist discipline reporting and continuing education, and New Rule VI physician assistant performing radiologic procedures, and the repeal of 24.156.1405 acupuncture school approval

CORRECTED NOTICE OF AMENDMENT, ADOPTION, AND REPEAL

TO: All Concerned Persons

1. On August 25, 2011, the Board of Medical Examiners (board) published MAR notice no. 24-156-75 regarding the proposed amendment, adoption, and repeal of the above-stated rules, at page 1591 of the 2011 Montana Administrative Register, issue no. 16.

2. On February 23, 2012, the board published the notice of amendment, adoption, and repeal of MAR notice no. 24-156-75 at page 404 of the 2012 Montana Administrative Register, issue no. 4.

3. This corrected notice is being filed to correct an error in the numbering of an adopted rule in Title 24, chapter 14. The correct numbering of the rule is outlined in paragraph 4 of this notice.

4. The rule to be corrected is as follows:

RULE # | ADOPTED # | CORRECTED # | CATCHPHRASE
---|---|---|---
V | 24.156.1411 | 24.156.1414 | Continuing Education Audit

5. The corrected replacement page will be submitted to the Secretary of State's office on March 31, 2012.
BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS
ANNA EARL, MD, CHAIRPERSON

/s/ DARCEE L. MOE
Darcee L. Moe
Alternate Rule Reviewer

/s/ KEITH KELLY
Keith Kelly, Commissioner
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY

Certified to the Secretary of State February 27, 2012
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